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what its splendidly-manned and enthusiastic predecessors of
1915, 1916 and 1917 had found beyond their powers. The
B.E.F. of 1918 had learned its task and fully adapted itself to
its task, and was thereby enabled at long last to accomplish it.
X. the collapse of germany's allies, 1918
In contradistinction to the impassioned drama on the
Western front, the year 1918 in Italy, except for two weeks of
intense fighting in June and October, passed in almost complete
calm. The Italian Army, granted a long period of necessary
repose after its trials of the previous autumn, made no offensive
move, and the condition of its ill-clad, sickly, disheartened
opponents afforded no inducement to action. In June, however,
driven by the peremptory urging of their imperious allies, the
Austrians delivered an ill-conceived, ill-supported and deservedly
unsuccessful attack, sallying forth in three widely separated
sectors in the extreme west near the Swiss frontier, in the
centre against the Asiago plateau, where Cavan's three British
divisions were posted, and against the whole Piave line from
Monte Grappa and the Montello to the sea. Only in the last-
named sector was even a temporary gain of ground achieved;
the British dealt with their assailants in the Asiago sector with
little difficulty, everywhere else the attack was also repulsed,
and as there were no reserves available to maintain and extend
the two narrow footholds established on the west bank of the
Piave, they too had to be abandoned. This hopeless offensive,
which cost the unfortunate Austrians 150,000 casualties among
their few remaining reliable troops, permanently crippled them
for further serious fighting of any kind. But Diaz, the Italian
commander, was as cautious as his opponent of venturing upon
an attack before the time seemed to him fully ripe for it, and
it was late in October before the Allies in Italy delivered the
coup de grace.
Although by this time the Dual Empire was visibly dis-
solving and breaking up into its component national parts,
the wrecks of its plucky army for a few days put up a good last
fight for all that was left it—its honour. Diaz's plan of attack
comprised two main blows, the one against Monte Grappa,
the other conducted by a newly-formed Tenth Army of two
British and two Italian divisions, under Cavan, which took the
form of a passage of the Piave and a penetration at the point of
junction of the two hostile armies holding the river line. The
former attack failed with loss, and Cavan's leading British divi-
sion, after landing successfully on a large island in mid-stream,
was marooned there for three days by the flooded waters. At

